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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. Before I start, I’d like to thank Dorothy for arranging my visit, and thank all for your attention. Hope my progress report make you feel pride of supporting the FASTER project. I am looking forward to valuable discussion.
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“I can see no other escape from this dilemma than that some of us 
should venture to embark on a synthesis of facts and theories, albeit 
with second-hand and incomplete knowledge of some of them – at 
the risk of making fools of ourselves.” 
 
I venture to take the risk of making fools of myself … 
 

   Appetizer 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Giving the seminar in biology building, I’d be remiss without showing this appetizer slide. The classic book, motivated Watson to do his Nobel-winning research. Not only  the cross-cutting phisolophy fits well with the FASTER view, but also connects to a bigger opportunity or chanllenge (this top-down topic deserves a separate seminar). I follow his lead to risk making fools of myself to discuss the opportunities and challenges associated with FASTER.
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Parameterization is 
responsible for model 
uncertainty and  significant 
resource consumption.       

Nonlinear PDE System: 

Subgrid and Complex 

(Resolved) (Unresolved) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To predict climate, we need sophisticated  computer models. As usual, climate models divide the earth into many grids like this; typical horizontal sizes of climate model grids are about 200 km. However, Clouds occur over much smaller scales, and many cloudy things happen within a climate model grid box. This zoon-in diagram illustrates the rich structure of clouds with in a climate model grid box. In fact, we can further zoom-in individual clouds. The microphysical processes occur over still smaller scales. Such subgrid processes can not be predicted directly in climate models, but still need to be accurately represented. How to represent the subgrid processes poses major challenges to climate modeling. For example, the CPU time for radiation calculation as much as the rest model compoenets. Tradeoff between accuracy and and computer resources. There is still need for simplifying paramterizations.  Not surprising, the major model differences arise from parameterizatsions of fast physics. 



The wide spread of model climate sensitivity has been attributed to 
parameterization of cloud-related fast processes. 

Virtually Unchanged Large Uncertainty of 
Model Climate Sensitivity through Ages 

 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the view of microphysics, first aerosol indirect effect is ofen considered as  the change in cloud effective radius re in response to a change in aerosol number concentration Na. And in remote sensing investigations, this relative measure has been widely used to minimize various uncterainties involved. I, …… Since 2001, there have been increasing number of studies using this measure. Here is a list of reference. The figure shows an example of such studies provided by Steve. …..     



(D. Randall, 2008) 

Why is progress so slow ? 
How can we accelerate it ? 

The pace of progress  
has been frustratingly slow. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we need FASTER? Three well-known big drivers: 1) global climate change, 2) there is a large uncertainty in projected changes by various global climate models, and 3) cloud-related fast physics has been long recognized as the main reason for the large uncertainty.    And the specific driver, summarized by David Randall in a seminar at BNL in 2008 nicely.
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4M-1E Complexity and Components Involved 

“4M-1E” Complexity and 6 
Components: 
 
• 4M scientific 
  -- Multibody  
  -- Multiscale 
  -- Multitype 
  -- Multi-dimension 
 
• 1E engineering 
    -- coordination among both 
investigators and components 

Aerosol Droplet Turbulent Eddies Convection Clusters Global 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It has been long recognized that major differences in GCMs lie in their treatment of cloud-related fast processes, but the progress has been frustratingly slow, although so many smart scientists have been working extremely hard on it. One reason is the sheer complexity. Emphasize theoretical development …4M complexity leads to the other three. Its solution demands real team work in a variety of different areas …. This multi-field team work further poses engineering difficulties. … To overcome these difficulties we need a unique team and novel ideas/approaches, and FASTER is proposed to meet these critical needs. Coordination requires continually iterative processes, which further demands a long-term, high level project ---- I called it “critical evaluation experiment”. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate models as complex as nature itself to analyze. Evaluation is a real challenge.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate models as complex as nature itself to analyze. Evaluation is a real challenge.



Model Grid Size 

Model/Data Multiscale Hierarchy 
DNS = Direct 
Numerical 
Simulation 

LES = Large Eddy 
Simulation 

CRM = Cloud-
Resolving Model 

WRF = Weather 
Research and 
Forecast Model 

GCM = Global 
Climate Model 

RCM = Regional 
Climate Model 

GCRM = Global 
CRM  

NWP = Numerical 
Weather Forecasting 

SCM = Single 
Column Model 
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Aerosol Droplet Turbulent Eddies S. Cu Clusters Global 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The conventional approach for handling the multiscale phenomenon uses the strategy of divide and conquer. We classify atmospheric processes into several big groups of different scales, and then model them using different models. Here is the cartoon for this approach. Go through the viiewgraph. … Currently, I have research activities in LES/CRM and GCMs, and hope to extend such activities with the help of the upcoming Blue Gene computer. As you can imagine, such divide-and-conquer approach is very costly in terms of computer resources. I have been thinking about a more challenging question: ….of course, no fruit so far. But,  I’d like to share this question with you today; maybe some of you have good ideas about this. Mention the fundamental difficulty with multiscale interactionsEarth equatorial radius is 6378 km, perimeter is 6 * 6378 ~ 10^5 km; except DNS, all the other models require representation of cloud microphysics. Emphasize esp the difficulty with multiscale interaction, and require intelligent work, as Alan Bett’s talk.



Lack of adequate observations is  
another reason for the slow progress.  

 Surface-Based Cloud-Profiling Measurements 
Complementary to Satellites and In-Situ 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FASTER has 6 objectives as shown in the yellow box (go through clockwise). Each objective is a major task. To achieve these objectives, we add two additional tasks related data infusion and assimilation.



Critical Experiment and Evaluation 

• Critical experiments test competitive theories/models and 
help determine the correct one.  
 
• Complexity and nature of GCM fast physics calls for 
critical evaluation. 
 

• Critical evaluation calls for FASTER project to focus and 
constantly deal with multiscale modeling, observations, and 
process hierarchies, with 6M strategy.  

Aerosol Droplet Turbulent Eddies Convection Clusters Global 

6M Strategy: multi-objectives, m-tasks, m-approaches, m-tools, 
m-disciplines, and m-institutions  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It has been long recognized that major differences in GCMs lie in their treatment of cloud-related fast processes, but the progress has been frustratingly slow, although so many smart scientists have been working extremely hard on it. One reason is the sheer complexity. Emphasize theoretical development …4M complexity leads to the other three. Its solution demands real team work in a variety of different areas …. This multi-field team work further poses engineering difficulties. … To overcome these difficulties we need a unique team and novel ideas/approaches, and FASTER is proposed to meet these critical needs. Coordination requires continually iterative processes, which further demands a long-term, high level project ---- I called it “critical evaluation experiment”. 



What is FASTER? 
• Represent FAst-physics System TEstbed and Research 
  
     — Treat fast physics as a system 
     — Combine testbed and research 
     — Evolve with GCMs 
     — Aim at faster “realtime” evaluation of fast physics 
 
• FASTER is a DOE effort to bridge ESM and ASR sciences by 
utilizing ARM measurements to accelerate/improve evaluation 
and parameterization of cloud-related fast processes in climate 
models. 
 
 
 ARM  

ASR  

ESM 
 

FASTER 
PRojEcT 

RCM 

IAP 
Related DOE Programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s FASTER. Emphasize bridge role between ESM, ASR, and ARM



FASTER Project Pyramid  

Testbed, HRM Suite, Model Evaluation, Evaluation 
Metric, Theory/Parameterization, GCM assessment, 
Data Assimilation, Data Integration  

Testbed, HRM Suite, Model Evaluation, Metric, 
Theory/Para, GCM assessment 

Evaluation and 
parameterization 

24+ investigators 

12 institutions 

8 tasks 

6 objectives 

1 project goal 

Better  
climate model 

Ultimate goal 

Testbed and Research 2 components 

Continuous Evaluation of Fast Processes in Climate Models Using ARM  Measurements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although all of you know or heard about the FASRTER project, to get me better organized, I start with a brief introduction of the FASTER project. As indicated by the original proposal title, the FASTER goal is to evaluate and improve parameterizations of cloud-related fast processes using ARM measurements. Walk through the pyramid from top to bottom.

http://www.jifresse.ucla.edu/default.htm�


Facility/Model Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the view of microphysics, first aerosol indirect effect is ofen considered as  the change in cloud effective radius re in response to a change in aerosol number concentration Na. And in remote sensing investigations, this relative measure has been widely used to minimize various uncterainties involved. I, …… Since 2001, there have been increasing number of studies using this measure. Here is a list of reference. The figure shows an example of such studies provided by Steve. …..     



Web-Based Fast-Physics Testbed 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the view of microphysics, first aerosol indirect effect is ofen considered as  the change in cloud effective radius re in response to a change in aerosol number concentration Na. And in remote sensing investigations, this relative measure has been widely used to minimize various uncterainties involved. I, …… Since 2001, there have been increasing number of studies using this measure. Here is a list of reference. The figure shows an example of such studies provided by Steve. …..     



FASTER Gateway: http://www.bnl.gov/esm 

New parameterizations 

Regime-based New analysis products 

Interactive simulation 
and 

evaluation/visualization 

 Web-Based FASTER Testbed 

-- NWP-Testbed 
 
-- DA-SCM 
 
--  WRF 

 
-- NCEP models ? 



NWP-Testbed  

SCM-NWP  
Integration 

(Adapted from R. Hogan) 

The NWP-testbed is built on the EU Cloudnet project and integrates 
with the other FASTER modeling components, esp SCM  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCEP global forecasting system (GFS) GFS-SCM 



High-Resolution Modeling Activities 

WRF-Nested 

GISS-CRM SBU-SAM KNMI-LES WRFing CRM-Bin 

High-Resolution Modeling 
(HRM) 

WRF-DA WRF-FASTER WRF-Adjoint Coupled 
WRF-CAM  

WRF- 
Texas A&M 

Discern  
error sources 

Provide  
synthetic data 

Develop para- 
meterization 

Upgrade testbed  
to future-GCM 

Assist physical  
understanding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the view of microphysics, first aerosol indirect effect is ofen considered as  the change in cloud effective radius re in response to a change in aerosol number concentration Na. And in remote sensing investigations, this relative measure has been widely used to minimize various uncterainties involved. I, …… Since 2001, there have been increasing number of studies using this measure. Here is a list of reference. The figure shows an example of such studies provided by Steve. …..     



WRF reconfigured as a CRM/LES model; validated with well-
known models and well-tested cases, FASTER warm-up cases, and 
CGIL; shown here is cumulus clouds on 21 June 1997 at ARM SGP. 

Movie time: 12 -13 local time 
Resolution: ∆x = ∆y = 100 m; 
∆z = 40 m; ∆t = 0.1 S 

WRF-FASTER: A New CRM/LES 

(Endo et al., 2012: Mon Wea Rev)   

WRF-FASTER 
KNMI-LES 



Land 
Surface  

Hydrometeor Multi-Scale 
GSI 

WRF (Chem) 
GSI 

GSI = Grid Space Interpolation, NCEP-3DVAR scheme 
Multi-Scale GSI = GSI + JPL Multiscale DA System  

• Minimize errors in 
“dynamical” fields & 
initial and boundary 
conditions 
 

 
• Help identify 
parameterization 
problems in question 
 
 

Multiscale Data Assimilation System 

• Provide hydrometeor 
advections; 
• Aerosol DA--
Supplement aerosol data; 
• Part of MVES  
 

Li et al, 2011: Experiments with a multi-scale data assimilation system. Mon Wea Rev 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A DAS is being linked to SCMs



* Infuse available data and tailor 
to FASTER needs 
 
* Generate new data as needed:  
 
-- CAPE (Convective Available    
Potential Energy) 
 
-- CIN (Convective Inhibition) 
 

-- Stratiform-Convective Partition 
 

-- Aerosol Properties 
 
* Model Data 
 

* 4D visualization 
 

Multiscale and Multi-Sources 
 

Data Integration 



GOES 8 
Nexrad 

WRF3.1 
∆x ~ 2km 

 

SCAM 
∆x ~ 200 km 

 

• Other models e.g., NWP 
• Evaluation metrics/features 
• 3D  
• Long-term & real time 
• Collaboration with computer 
scientists at BNL and SBU 
•  Growth into a user facility? 

Beyond Fried Egg: Multiscale VES 



Evaluation Package, Strategy and Uniqueness 
 
•Long-term statistical , 
regime, and case study 
  
• Emphasis on coupling 
and relationship 
 

• Consideration of 
observational spread 
 

• Metric development 
 

• Model and process 
ranking/weakest link 
 

• Comprehensive: 
GCM/SCM, NWP and 
HRM 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASD mainly use the two yellow approaches.



Science Snapshots 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the view of microphysics, first aerosol indirect effect is ofen considered as  the change in cloud effective radius re in response to a change in aerosol number concentration Na. And in remote sensing investigations, this relative measure has been widely used to minimize various uncterainties involved. I, …… Since 2001, there have been increasing number of studies using this measure. Here is a list of reference. The figure shows an example of such studies provided by Steve. …..     



Hourly data from 1997 to 2009 at ARM SGP  
•  Analytic relationship 
between  SRCF, cloud 
fraction and cloud albedo: 
SRCF = fraction x albedo 
 
• New approach  to 
infer cloud albedo from 
surface-based radiation 
measurement;  
 
• Application to other 
ARM sites; 
 

• PI product to release 
to the ARM/ASR 
community 
 

Better Use of ARM Radiation Measurements 
and New Method for Inferring Cloud Albedo 

Reference: Liu et al., 2011: Relationship between cloud radiative forcing, cloud fraction and 
cloud albedo, and new surface-based approach for determining cloud albedo. Atmos. Chem. 
Phys., 11, 7155-7170 . 

Encouraging 
agreement 
with GOES 
products at 
SGP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This slide highlights one of our latest achievements. ARM represents Atmospheric Radiation Measurements, as indicated by the program name, radiation is one of the best and longest measurements ARM has been collecting. Furthermore, as the measure of how much radiation the earth receives from the sun, cloud albedo is not well measured despite its importance and wide use; …..This work also reveals the potential to simultaneously infer cloud fraction and cloud albedo from ARM radiation measurements; work is under way now in collaboration with ASR and ARM programs. ….. Next slide



Monthly Data  

Coupling between cloud properties and near surface 
meteorology, especially relative humidity likely via PBL 
processes (not shown) 

Evaluation of NWP Reanalysis & Analysis 

 Ref: Wu  et al,  2012: Observational-based evaluation of major NWP reanalyses 
against ARM measurements over the SGP site.  J. Geophys. Res  (revised) 

 
• Widespread use 
 
• Use in ARM large-
scale forcing and  
merged sounding VAP  
 
•  Cloud properties not 
assimilated; errors 
from model physics; 
 
•Three major 
reanalysis products 
evaluated; 
 
• Model negative biases 
in cloud properties. 
 



SGP 2004 

Evaluation of NWP Forecasts 
 
• SGP 2001 to 2010 
 
• Darwin 2005 to 
2009 
 
• SGP2004 example 
 
• Qualitative 
agreement 
 

• Underestimated 
clouds, esp., low-
level clouds 
 

• Consistent with 
reanalysis  
 

Barrett et al 2009: Geophys. Res. Lett, 36, L17811. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From program perspective, ASD colleagues and those who are familier with our traditional research areas would agree with me to characterize FASTER as a new baby having the potentials lead us to many promising areas like a bridge. At the same time, like all newborns, growing up to a adult requires special care, nurture and support, and poses great challenges to many. In next few slides, I’ll venture to share my takes on the opportunities and challenges. I’ll discuss them relative to our traditional ASD research areas



2004-2008 Annual Mean Cloud Fraction over SGP 

Obs 

NCEP GFS 

ERA Interim 

SCAM4 

SCAM5 

SCM-NWP Integration 

?? 



Relation between Cloud Albedo and Fraction 
 
• 12 year monthly data (1997 - 
2009) at the ARM SGP site 
 
• Two sets of measurements: 
surface-based Solar Infrared 
Radiation System (SIRS) and  
GOES satellite 
 

• Joint occurrence of cloud 
fraction and cloud albedo 
 

• Conspicuous positive 
correlation between cloud 
albedo and cloud fraction for 
both GOES and SIRS 
 

 
Do GCMs simulate the relationship, and how well ?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observational evidence for relationship between cloud albedo and cloud fraction. Go through the slide.



• General positive 
correlation  
 
• Large inter-model 
spread 
 
• Difference between  
TOA and surface-
based  
cloud albedo  

Comparison between GCMs and Observations 



SCM Investigation 
 Different physics: SCAM3, 
SCAM4, and SCAM5; 

 
 SCAMs produce general 
positive correlation, with 
SCAM5 best simulating the 
observations; 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To facilitate and streamline model evaluation and parameterization development, FASTER team has been developing a fastphysics testbed. One of the key component is the SCM testbed. Over the years, NCAR and other institutions have developed and maintained different versions of GCMs. to answer the questions what cause the relationship between cloud albedo and cloud fraction, we turn to the different versions of SCAMs in the testbed. Go through the slideAside from physics, cloud vertical overlap assumption is also essential to the pair. To check the effect of cloud overlap, we tested two overlap assumptions, standard –maximum –randum, and random. Next 



 Different physics: SCAM3, 
SCAM4, and SCAM5; 

 
 SCAMs produce general 
positive correlation, with 
SCAM5 best simulating the 
observations; 

 
 Different cloud overlaps: 
standard (solid) and random 
(dashed); 

 
 Differences can arise from 
model physics  and/or cloud 
overlap assumptions.  

SCM Investigation 

The relationship between cloud albedo and cloud fraction, along with the fact 
that model physics and/or overlap assumption can lead to comparable results, 
calls for consideration of coupling and consistency issues in development of fast 
physics parameterizations!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go through the slide. Mention the similarity between grid results extracted from full GCM grid results and the SCM, suggesting SCMs are a useful tool. 



Tuning and Compensating Errors — Analysis  

• Tuning to the same TOA energy budget leads to an inverse 
relationship between cloud fraction f and cloud albedo α :  
 

 
 
 
 
• A more accurate expression is    

f
Δf

α
Δα

−=

. constant~fα

(Liu et al., ACP, 11, 7155-7170, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the grid results in mind, now switch gears to global application. In simulating current climates, we often constrain models with available observations, the most widely used in the radiation budget measured by satellites. It’s been well known that to realize this, people often adjust parameterizations and different model groups adjust different parameterizations. ….Go through the slide  



19 IPCC AR4 GCM Results 

These results demonstrate that “tuning” parameterizations to 
observations lead to serious compensating errors, even distinct 
cloud regimes; we should derive parameterizations from first 
principles and reduce the number of tunable parameters as much 
as possible, and meantime look for smart objective “tuning” !! 

Tuning and Compensating Errors — Evidence  

Global Mean Mid-Lat North 

Thin stratiform 

Deep Convective 

Tuning line Tuning line 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go through the slide. Model average and corresponding shades denote the model spread. Emphasize the carry-over from global to regional.



Crucial message: large scale forcing controls SCM total 
precipitation more, however, from different compensating errors 
in different GCMs >> convection trigger vs strength?  

Compensating Errors in Precipitation 

Stronger Precipitation 

More Frequent  

GISS 

ECMWF 
GFDL 

NCAR 

Weaker Precipitation 

Less Frequent  

p N
p N

= −
Δ Δ

P = p N

P = Total precipitation 
N = Number of event 
 p = Event mean 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Careful when constrain models in presence of many tunable parameters. Need to improve parameterization by reducing tunable parameters.



     Offline Evaluation of Surface Flux 
Parameterization Using 7-Year ARM 
Observations  

 The modeled monthly relative 
shortwave cloud forcing, cloud 
fraction and cloud albedo show 
predominantly negative biases 
(model minus observation) from -
0.2 to 0.  

 (Liu et al, Mon Wea Rev, 2012) 



Three Levels of Parameterization 
Fast Processes 

Microphysics 

Convection 

Radiation 

Surface-Process 

Turbulence 

PBL Process 

Mean-field parameterization 

Resolved slaves subgrid 

Subgrid affects resolved 

Stochastic parameterization 

Interacting subgrid processes  

Unified parameterization 

Resolved Grid 
Variables 

(self-consistency issues) 

Parameterization is not just practical necessity, but deep theoretical 
underpinning of scale-interactions within the multiscale system. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge us to think along the lines of 2nd and 2rd levels.



Systems theories for representing all 
aerosol/cloud/precipitation processes  

Kohler theory 

Systems theory 

Rain Initiation 
KPT theory 

Three-moment scheme for aerosol-cloud-precipitation continuum Liu et al., (2002, 
2004, 2006, 2007, 2009) on clouds and precipitation.   

Systems 
theory 

Systems 
theory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to the previous slides, we can put the idea of precipitation staircase in a firmer basis. Go through the cartoon. We are on the way to formulate a unified kinetic potential theory for droplet activation and autoconversion following this idea. We believe the unified treatment will simplify parameterizations conceptually as well as practically.stay tuned… 



Entrainment-Mixing Mechanisms  
Homogeneous  

Entrainment-Mixing 
 
 
 
 

Just 
Saturated 

Air by  
Droplet 

Evaporation 
 

 
 

Unmixed  
 
 
 

 
 

Extreme  
Inhomogeneous  

Entrainment-Mixing 
 
 
 

Inhomogeneous  
Entrainment-Mixing  

with Subsequent  
Ascent 

 
 

Entrained 
Drier Air 

 
 
 
 

Unmixed  
Cloudy Air 

 
 
 
 

e.g., Baker and Latham,1979;  
Baker et al.,1980; 
Yum, 1998. 



A journey of thousand miles starts with a single step 

Suggestions & Collaborations ?  
 

Thanks so much ! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We kickstarted with some great steps; future will be greater if we walk together in concert!ARM data rate 250GB/day ~ 8 TB/month (raw data). Visualization, data processing, Wiki, Facebook, TweaterData uncertainty for models, for data assimilation. To the common end, I what to do, timeline estimates, …. 



Evaluation of SCMs with ARM Measurements 

 Ref: Song et al,  2012: Observational-based evaluation of major NWP reanalyses 
against ARM measurementsP site.  J. Geophys. Res  (to be submitted) 

 
• 4 major SCMs; 
 

• Different  versions; 
 
• 3 year (1999 -2001) 
runs with hourly 
resolution 
 
• Model performance 
as a function of surface 
temperature 
 
• Deficient 
parameterizations 
related to convection 
 
• More results next 
 



FASTER Gateway: http://www.bnl.gov/esm 

New parameterizations 

Regime-based New analysis products 

Interactive simulation 
and 

evaluation/visualization 

 Web-Based FASTER Testbed 



Entrainment-Mixing Processes & Microphysics  
 

Inhomogeneous mixing  
with subsequent ascent 

Leg 1 -- 18 March 2000 

Homogeneous mixing 

Leg 2  -- 17 March 2000 

Extreme inhomogeneous 
mixing 

Leg 2 -- 19 March 2000 

Droplet Concentration 

Extreme homogeneous 
mixing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cloud microphysics was observed by FSSP probes



Inhomogeneous 

Homogeneous 

η 

η
τξ

η

2/32/1
react*

==
LNL

L* 

Homogeneous Mixing Fraction   
 

Further parameterization of the scale number leads to a much needed 
parameterization for homogeneous mixing fraction. 

Lu et al 2011: Examination of turbulent entrainment-mixing mechanisms using a combined 
approach. J. Geophys. Res.; 2012: Relationship between homogeneous mixing fraction and 
transition scale number, Environ. Res. Lett.  

η: Kolmogorov scale; L* transition 
scale; NL transition scale number 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check the calculation of Da; repeat Lehmann’s figure



Entrainment-Mixing Processes: New 
Approach for Estimating Entrainment Rate   

 

Lu et al 2012: A new approach for estimating entrainment rate. Geophys. Res. Lett.  

• Elimination of need for in-cloud 
measurements of temperature and 
water vapor 
 
• Smaller uncertainty 
 
• Potential for a parameterization  
that directly links microphysical 
effects of entrainment mixing with 
entrainment rate 
 
• Potential for a remote sensing  
technique to measure entrainment  
rate for ARM 



• Traditional statistical 
measures: bias, standard 
deviation difference, 
correlation coefficient r 
•  A new metric that (1) 
measures overall 
performance and (2) can 
be used to compare not 
just different models but 
different quantities: 
Relative Euclidean 
Distance: 
 

Decrease of D from cloud fraction to precipitation is consistent with that SCM 
precipitation is better constrained by large scale forcing.  

New Metric – Relative Euclidean Distance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
the total cloud fraction is using the random overlap from the vertical profiles of cloud fraction in observation and all SCMs.  The observed cloud fraction used here is from ARSCL data.        2)   the cloud albedo is calculated by the (1-fsds/fsdsc)/total cloud fraction, only for daytime, the observation data used is from SIROS surface data, provided by Wei Wu.        3)   the observation precipitation is from the continuous forcing by Xie et al 2004, which re-calculated the ARBFC observation over the domain average.the total cloud fraction is using the random overlap from the vertical profiles of cloud fraction in observation and all SCMs.  The observed cloud fraction used here is from ARSCL data.        2)   the cloud albedo is calculated by the (1-fsds/fsdsc)/total cloud fraction, only for daytime, the observation data used is from SIROS surface data, provided by Wei Wu.        3)   the observation precipitation is from the continuous forcing by Xie et al 2004, which re-calculated the ARBFC observation over the domain average.



 Liu et al 2012: Evaluation of surface flux parameterizations using long-term ARM 
measurements. Mon. Wea. Rev.  (Revised) 

 
• 5 major schemes in 
GCM and WRF 
 

• 7 year SGP 
measurements  
 
• Model performance in 
terms of relation between 
daily mean and standard 
deviation 
 
• Parameterizations can 
be wrong in mean, 
standard deviation, or 
both 

     Evaluation of Surface Flux Schemes 
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Campaigns Utilized 

Droplet Activation 
Reference: 
de Boer, G., S. Menon, S.E. Bauer, T. Toto, A. Vogelmann and M. 
Cribb (2012):  Evaluation of aerosol-cloud interactions in the GISS 
ModelE using ARM Observations, Atmos. Phys. Chem., in 
preparation 

Overview: 
- Observations from ARM IOPs are being 

utilized to evaluate the interactions between 
clouds and aerosols in the NASA GISS ModelE. 

 
- Parameterizations of droplet activation, 

droplet effective radius, and relationships 
between surface aerosol and cloud properties 
are tested. 
 Highlights: 

 
- Simulated droplet activation generally 

follows observations. 
 

- Effective radius parameterizations result in 
significantly different values – the impact of 
these differences on climate are currently 
being evaluated. 

  Evaluation of Aerosol Cloud Interactions  



Evaluation of SCMs with ARM Measurements 

 Ref: Song et al,  2012: Observational-based evaluation of major NWP reanalyses 
against ARM measurementsP site.  J. Geophys. Res  (to be submitted) 

 
• 4 major SCMs; 
 

• Different  versions; 
 
• 3 year (1999 -2001) 
runs with hourly 
resolution 
 
• Model performance 
as a function of surface 
temperature 
 
• Deficient 
parameterizations 
related to convection 
 
• More results next 
 



Convective/Stratiform Rain Partitioning at SGP 

CONVECTIVE 

STRATIFORM 

MMCR Precip Mode Reflectivity (dBZ) 

MMCR General Mode Signal to Noise Ratio (dB) 

MMCR Precip Mode Mean Doppler Velocity (m/s) 

Rain  gauge  

Convective/Stratiform Rain Partitioning 

Available for: 
2000 - 2007 

•MDV @ Sfc > 0 m/s? 
•Any Z in profile? 

•MDV @ Sfc > 5 m/s? 
•Z @ Sfc > 0 dBZ? 

•Bright Band? 
•Z above 4 km? 

•MDV @ 500m < 4 m/s? 
•Z @ 2 km > 4 dBZ? 

•MDV @ 2 km > 5 m/s? 
•Max Height of Signal to 

Noise Ratio < 6 km? 

No Rain 

Insignifica
nt 
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m 
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#
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YES to all 

YES to all 
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NO to any 

YES to any 

YES to all 

NO to any 

NO to any 



Three Definitions of Homogeneous 
Mixing Fraction --- Ψ1 

1 / 2
βψ

π
=



    Dependence of Homogeneous Mixing 
Fraction on Transition Scale Number 



Validation with LES Results 

A benchmark case over the SGP site simulated by  
an LES model, WRF-FASTER (Endo et al., 2011) 

The result from the new  
approach is between  
the results from the  
traditional approach. 



Aerosol indirect effects constitute  
the major uncertainty in climate forcing! 



Obs 
ERA-Interim 
NCEP/NCAR 
NCEP/DOE 

The cloud properties strongly link 
to the relative humidity (RH): 
 

Obs/ERA-Interim: strongest, with 
correlation [0.62, 0.80]  
 

R2: slightly stronger than R1 on 
the link between cloud 
fraction (or SRCF) and the RH 
  

R1/R2: relatively weak on the link 
between cloud albedo and the RH 

Cloud Properties vs 2-m RH (monthly) 

!!! Strong link between the 
cloud properties and RH !!! 



Standard Deviation vs Mean (monthly) 

Obs 
ERA-Interim 
NCEP/NCAR 
NCEP/DOE 

!!! Observations show the 
largest mean/std !!! 

The standard deviation and mean 
of the cloud properties : 
 

Obs: overall largest mean/std for 
the cloud properties 
 

ERA-interim: overall second 
largest mean/std for cloud fraction, 
and second largest std for SRCF 
and cloud albedo 
  

R1/R2: overall similar mean/std, 
except R2 cloud fraction (albedo) 
std is slightly (significantly) larger 
than R1 
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This definition, Ψ 3, turns out to be related to α: 
 

where α was defined by Morrison and Grabowski (2008):  
 

Three Definitions of Homogeneous 
Mixing Fraction --- Ψ3 



Two Transition Scale Numbers (2) 

dr sA
dt r

=

ds Brs
dt

= −

r: droplet radius; 
s: supersaturation; 
A: a function of pressure and temperature; 
B: a function of pressure, temperature and  
     droplet number concentration (Na or N0).  

Dry air + = Na N0 

Scale Number NLa NL0 

τreact is based on: 



Explicit Mixing Parcel Model (EMPM) 

 

Krueger (2008) 

Domain size:  

            20 m× 0.001 m × 0.001 m ; 

Adiabatic Number Concentration: 

           102.7, 205.4, 308.1,  410.8,  513.5 c

Relative humidity:  

           11%, 22%, 44%, 66%, 88%;  

Dissipation rate:  

            1e-5, 5e-4, 1e-3, 5e-3, 1e-2, 5e-2 m

Mixing fraction of dry air:  

           0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. 
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FASTER Team 

GISS 
 

SBU 
 

  
 BNL 

CU 

GFDL 

UR 
KNMI LBNL 

Goddard 

UCLA 
/JPL 

Hub Core Extended 

SFU 

A&M 

 
• 12 Institutions 

 
• 24 + investigators with 
combined areas of 
expertise needed 
 
• Major GCMs/SCMs 
  
• Major NWP models 

 
• WRF model 

 
• CRM/LES models 

 
• Observations 



Microphysical retrievals from 1998 to 2006 at SGP  
•Large differences, esp. 
effective radius;  
 

• Large difference for 
cloud fraction products 
 

• Consideration of 
product spread in 
model evaluation; 
 
• Possible way out: 

Uncertainty/Spread of ARM Measurements 

References: Huang et al., 2012: An intercomparison of radar-based liquid cloud 
microphysics retrievals and implication for model evaluation studies. Atmos. Mea. Tech, 
submitted. In press 
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MICROBASE
UU
UND

MICROBASE
UU
UND

Use period with dual  
frequency radar  
(2006-2008) to train  

Calibrate existing  
Micro-retrievals  

(e.g., MICROBASE)  

Single radar lacks enough  
Information such as  
droplet concentration 

Non-Precipitating   

Consistent definition of cloud fraction  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This slide highlights one of our latest achievements. ARM represents Atmospheric Radiation Measurements, as indicated by the program name, radiation is one of the best and longest measurements ARM has been collecting. Furthermore, as the measure of how much radiation the earth receives from the sun, cloud albedo is not well measured despite its importance and wide use; …..This work also reveals the potential to simultaneously infer cloud fraction and cloud albedo from ARM radiation measurements; work is under way now in collaboration with ASR and ARM programs. ….. Next slide
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